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Introduction
We start by defining conventions and terminology that will be used throughout this paper.
String C = clc~ ... cp is a subsequence of string A = aja2 "'" am if there is a mapping F: {1, 2 .... , p} ~ {1, 2, ... , m} such that F(i) = k only if c~ = ak and F is a monotone strictly increasing function (i.e. F(i) = u, F(]) = v, and i < j imply that u < v). C can be formed by deleting m -p (not necessarily adjacent) symbols from A. For example, "course" is a subsequence of "computer science."
String C is a common subsequence of strings A and B if C is a subsequence of A and also a subsequence of B.
String C is a longest common subsequence (abbreviated LCS) of string A and B if C is a common subsequence of A and B of maximal length, i.e. there is no common subsequence of A and B that has greater length.
Throughout this paper, we assume that A and B are strings of lengths m and n, m _< n, that have an LCS C of (unknown) length p.
We assume that the symbols that may appear in these strings come from some alphabet of size t. A symbol can be stored in memory by using log t bits, which we assume will fit in one word of memory. Symbols can be compared (a -< b?) in one time unit.
The number of different symbols that actually appear in string B is defined to be s (which must be less than n and t).
The longest common subsequence problem has been solved by using a recursion relationship on the length of the solution [7, 12, 16, 21] . These are generally applicable algorithms that take O(mn) time for any input strings of lengths m and n even though the lower bound on time of O(mn) need not apply to all inputs [2] . We present algorithms that, depending on the nature of the Input, may not require quadratic time to recover an LCS. The first algorithm is applicable in the general case and requires O(pn + n log n) time. The second algorithm requires time bounded by O((m + 1 -p)p log n). In the common special case where p is close to m, this algorithm takes time much less than n z. We conclude with references to other algorithms for the LCS problem that may be of interest.
pn Algorithm
We present in this section algorithm ALGD, which will find an LCS in time O(pn + n log n) where p is the length of the LCS. Thus this algorithm may be preferred for applications where the expected length of an LCS is small relative to the lengths of the input strings.
Some preliminary definitions are as follows:
We represent the concatenation of strings X and Y by XIIY. Ai, represents the string ala2 "" a, (elements 1 through i of string A). Similarly, the prefix of length j of string B is represented by Bu.
We define L(i,j) to be the length of the LCS of prefixes of lengths i andj of strings A and B, i e. the length of the LCS orAl, and Bo.
(t, j) represents the positions of a, and b, the ith element of string A and the jth element of string B. We refer to i (/) as the t-value (j-value) of (1, j).
We define {(0, 0)} to be the set of O-candidates, and we define (i, j} to be a k° candtdate (for k -> 1) if a, = b e and there exist i' and j' such that i' < i, j' < j, and (i',j') is a (k -1)-candidate. We say that (i',j')generates (i,j) .
Define a0 = b0 = $ where $ is some symbol that does not appear in strmgsA or B.
LEM~A 1. For k -> 1, (t, j) is a k-candidate iff L(i, j) >-k and a~ = bj. Thus there is a common subsequence of length k of A l~ and B w
PROOF. By induction on k. (i, j) Is a 1-candidate iff a, = be (by definition), in which case L(i, j) necessarily is at least 1. Thus the lemma is true for k = 1. Assume it is true for k -1. Consider k. If (t, j) is a k-candidate then there exist i' < i and j' < j such that (i',j') is a (k -1)-candidate. By assumption, there is a common subsequence D' = Conversely, if L(i, j) >-k and a~ = b j, then there exist i' < i andj' < j such that ae = bj, and
) is a (k -D-candidate (by inductive hypothesis) and thus (i, j) is a k-candidate. [] The length of an LCS is p, the maximum value of k such that there exists a kcandidate. As we shall see, to recover an LCS, it suffices to maintain the sequence of a 0-candidate, 1-candidate .... , (p -1)-candidate, and a p-candidate such that in this sequence each/-candidate can generate the (i + 1)-candidate for 0 --< i < p.
Rule. Letx = (x~,x2) andy = (ya, y~) be two k-candidates. Ifx~ >-y~ andx2 ~-Y2, then we say that y rules out x (x ~s a superfluous k-candidate) since any (k + 1)-candidate that could be generated by x can also be generated by y. Thus, from the set of k-candidates, we need consider only those that are minimal under the usual vector ordering. Note that lfx and y are minimal elements then x~ < y~ iffx2 > Y2.
LEMraA 2. Let the set off k-candtdates be {(i~, 1~)} (r = 1, 2 .... ). We can rule out candidates so that (after renumbering) t~ < i2 < "'" and j~ > j2 > "".
PRoov. Any two k-candidates (l, j) and (t', j') satisfy one of the following (without loss of generality, i -< i'):
(1) i <t', j-<j'.
(2) i<i'.j >j'. (3) t =i', j--<j'. (4) i =t', j >j'. In cases (1) and (3) (t',j') can be ruled out; m case (4) (i,j) can be ruled out; and case (2) satisfies the statement of the lemma. Thus any set of k-candidates whtch cannot be reduced by further application of the rule will satisfy the condition stated in the lemma'. [] The set of k-candidates, reduced by apphcatmn of the rule so as to satisfy the statement of Lemma 2, are the minimal elements of the set of k-candidates (since no element can rule out a minimal element) and will be called the set of minimal kcandidates. By Lemma 2, there is at most one minimal k-candidate for each i-value. If t, the size of the symbol alphabet, is not large compared to n, then we may index an array by the bit representation of a symbol. Otherwise, if t >> n, then we construct a balanced binary search tree which provides a mapping from symbols that appear in string B to the integers 1 through s (there are s different symbols that appear in B). Whenever string element a, appears as an array subscript (as in N[a,]), it should be understood that we are indexing N by the integer s, which has been obtained (during initialization for ALGD) from traversing the search tree just described. If a, does not appear in B, then the integer s, is zero. An equivalent assumption is followed for subscript b~ in step 1.
5.
for t ~ lowcheck + 1 step 1 until m do begin 6.
end loop of step 5 9. if FLAG = 0 then go to step 10 end loop of step 3
The loop of step 3 evaluates the set of minimal k-candidates for k = 1, 2, .... The loop of step 5 evaluates the set of minimal k-candidates, smallest/-value first, and fills in the D array accordingly (in the example given previously this is left-to-right) while scanning the chains of occurrences of a given character in B with largestj-value first (right-to-left). For each i, i can be the/-value of a minimal k-candidate if there is a ] satisfying the constraints of Lemma 3. This is tested by determining the minimum]-value of symbol a, that is greater than low, If that value is less than htgh, then (i,]) is a minimal k-candidate.
There can be no k-candidate with/-value less than or equal to lowcheck, so the loop of step 5 begins at lowcheck + 1. lowcheck is set, in step 7, when the first minimal kcandidate (that having smallest/-value of all k-candidates) is determined.
LEMMA 4. ALGD evaluates the correct values of high and low (as defined m Lemma 3) for determining whether each k-candidate (i, j) is minimal.
PRoov. high is supposed to be the minimum ]-value of all k-candidates with/-value less than i high is imtialized at n + 1 (i.e. does not limit) in step 4, before any kcandidates have been generated. Thereafter, if any k-candidates are found to be minimal (in step 7), then, since the ]-values of minimal k-candidates decrease as the t-values increase, the mimmumj-value of all minimal k-candidates with t-value less than i will be the ]-value of the minimal k-candidate with greatest/-value less than i (i.e. the last one found, since we generate minimal k-candidates in order of increasing/-value). The jvalues of ruled-out (nonminimal) k-candidates cannot be smaller than the ]-value of the last minimal k-can&date high is updated to the most recent/-value each time a new minimal k-candidate is found in step 7. Thus high has value as defined in Lemma 3.
low is supposed to be the minimum ]-value of all (k -1)-candidates whose/-value is less than i. Again, sincej-values decrease as/-values increase, low should be thej-value of the (k -1)-candidate whose/-value is as great as possible but less than i. low is initialized in step 4 to be the ]-value of the first (lowest/-value) (k -1)-candidate. As i increases, if there was a minimal (k -1)-candidate with/-value of i, then the mimmum permissible j-value will decrease and low is updated (in step 8) PROOF.
Step 1 can be done in time O(n log s).
Step 2 can be done in time O(m).
Step 3 executes steps 4-9 p times. Step 4 takes time O(s) per execution, s -< n, for total time less than or equal to O(pn).
Step 5 executes steps 6-8 at most m times, a total of at most pm times. The while loop in step 6 is executed at most n times within the loop of step 5 since the N [O] are not increased within this loop (each position of B is examined at most once for each value of k). The total time in step 6 is therefore O(pn) 
pe log n Algorithm
We now consider a special case that often occurs in applications such as determining the discrepancies between two files, one of which was obtained by making minor alterations to the other (and we wish to recover those alterations). We assume that there is an LCS of length at least m -~ (for some given ~).
If C is an LCS of A and B, there will be at most ~ elements of A that do not appear in C. The position of each such element will be called a skipped position. Thus there are at most E skipped positions. We define e to be ~ + 1. If (t,j) is a minimal k-candidate that can be an element in an LCS (that is, a, = bj is the kth element of an LCS), then k -< i -< k + ¢ (otherwise more than E positions inA would be skipped). We shall call such candidates feasible k-candidates. Let h = i -k. Then 0 -< h <-~ and h is the number of positions in A that have been skipped thus far (through ak+h). By Lemma 2, there is at most one feasible k-candidate with/-value of i.
Let the feasible k-candidate pairs (/-value andj-value) be held in arrays F and G, e.g.
(h + k,/) would be described by F[h] = h + k, G[h] = j. If there is no feasible kcandidate with/-value h + k, let F[h] = F[h -1], G[h] = G[h -1], and define F[-1]
= 0, G[-1] = n + 1. By this construction and by Lemma 2, F is a nondecreasing sequence and G is a nonincreasmg sequence.
Define NEXTB(O, j) to be the minimum r > 1 such that br = 0. If there is no such r, then NEXTB(O, j) is defined to be n + 1.
LEMMA 6. If (i, j) is a feasible k-candidate, then j = NEXTB(a, G[h]), where h = ik and where G[h] is the value assoctated with the set or feasible (k -1)-candidates.
PROOF. Let (i, j) be a feasible k-candidate. By definition of k-candidate, there must exist i' < i and f < j such that <i', j') is a feasible (k -1)-candidate. By Lemma 3, j is the minimum (over possible j') of NEXTB(a,, j'). But j" < j' implies that NEXTB(O, j") _< NEXTB(O, ]'). Therefore I = NEXTB(a,, mm possible j'). Since jvalues of minimal k-candidates decrease as their /-values increase, the minimum possible j' is the/-value of the feasible (k -1)-candidate whose t-value is as large as possible but less than i = h + k, i.e.
not more than h + (k -1). G[h] is precisely that /-value. So we conclude thatj = NEXTB(a, G[h]). []
In order to be able to recover an LCS, we shall keep track (for each feasible kcandidate) of which h positions in A have been skipped. A straightforward method,
keeping values of F[h] for all h and k, requires space of O(pc).
We shall use a data structure that requires only O(e 2 + n) space without changing the order of magnitude of time requirements.
Let there be an array KEEP whose elewents are trtples such that
KEEP[x] = (aa[x], nskip[x], pt Ix]).
P is an array of size e such that, after the set of feasible k-candidates has been determined, x = P[h] will be the index of the element of KEEP that has information enabhng recovery of a common subsequence that has aFtn] = bGtnj as its kth element. F[h] = h + k, and thus precisely h of the elements a~, ..., aFthl will not appear in the common subsequence. To recover the common subsequence, it is sufficient to recover these h skipped positions. Ifx = 0, then no positions were skipped, and ifx < 0, then there is no common subsequence to be recovered.
The method of recovery is as follows: If x is zero, there are no more skipped positions to be recovered. 
else begin 
NEWP[h] ~ GETSPACE KEEP[NEWP[h]] ~ (l -1, nsktp, P[h -nsktp])
end 8 lmax ~ l I mm *-1 F[h ] ~ l G[h] ~'-1
END OF RECOVER
The loop of step 2 evaluates sets of feasible k-candidates for k = 1, 2, .... The loop of step 4 evaluates whether there ~s a teasible k-candidate having precisely h skipped positions, for h = 0, 1, ... , e, by using Lemma 6 to determine the j-value for a particular t-value and then checking, by using Lemma 2, whether (i, j} is minimal, imax is the maximum t-value of feastble k-candidates generated thus far (i.e. wtth/-values less than the current value of i); jmm is the corresponding j-value (which is the minimum j-value of feasible k-candidates generated thus far). If (i, j} is a feasible kcandidate, then it is stored in the F and G arrays and information wtll be stored in P[h], enabhng recovery of any additional skipped positions that occur between i
and F[h] as well as the skipped positions occurring before F[h] ((F[h], G[h]) is a (k -1)-candidate that can generate (i, ])). The h skipped positions corresponding to (F[h], G[h]) are recoverable by accessing KEEP[P[h]].
In general there may be more than one feasible k-candidate that will be generated by (F[h], G[h] ). Thus we must not destroy P[h] until all required references to KEEP [P[h] ] are made. For this reason, new values for the P array are stored in the NEWP array. When we no longer need the old values of P (after the inner loop of steps 4-9), we can then replace them with the new values, being careful to decrement reference counts of KEEP elements that were pointed to by the old P array Function REMOVE(x) decrements the reference count of KEEP [x] (unless x --< 0, in which case nothing is done), and, if KEEP[x] now has reference count zero, then a call will be made to REMOVE(pt [x] ) after KEEP [x] has been put on the garbage linked list by using PUTSPACE.
Implementation of NEXTB
The following should be done before using ALGE: 1 Sort the symbols m A and then construct a balanced binary search tree of symbols that appear in string A Let there be ss such symbols (ss -< m).
4. start z. ALGE retains k-candidates, as did ALGD, except for those candidates that cannot lead to a sufficiently long common subsequence because too many A-positions have already been skipped. The (k + D-candidates that can be generated by the dropped kcandidates also skip too many A-positions.
LEMMA 7. ALGE retains all feasible k-candidates. PROOF. By induction on k. It is trivially true for k = 0 (the F and G arrays are initialized to zero in step 1). Assume that the set of feasible (k -1)-candidates has been evaluated and stored in arrays F and G. ALGE generates the set of feasible kcandidates in order of increasing/-value. F[h] is to hold i = h + k if i is an/-value of a feasible k-candidate; otherwise F[h] Is to hold the maximum i' < i such that i' is a feasible k-candidate. G [h] is to hold the corresponding j-value, imax and jmin hold the last-generated feasible k-candidate, which, by Lemma 2, has the maximum/-value and minimumj-value generated thus far.
Step 3 initializes them to correctly indicate that no k-candidates have yet been generated.
Step 5 evaluates the j-value for a given potential k-candidate by using Lemma 6. Ifj _>jmin then, even though the necessary condition for feasibility has been met, (i, ]) is not minimal since it would be ruled out by (imax, jmin PROOF. By Lemma 7, ALGE correctly keeps minimal k-candidates. Thus, if there is a common subsequence of length p .~ m -¢, then there is a minimal p-candidate which will be feasible. The data structure of ALGE keeps track, for each feasible kcandidate (t, j), of the h = i -k positions in string A that have been skipped in the common subsequence of length k of At, and Bls. P[h] points to the element of KEEP that contains the necessary information. P is updated in step 7 when a feasible kcandidate is generated. If any additional positions are skipped (between the k-candidate (i, j) and the (k -1)-candidate (i', j') that generated (i, ])), then that information is recorded in an element of KEEP as well as a pointer, enabling recovery of the hnskip previously skipped A-positions (of (i', j')). Subroutine RECOVER recovers the skipped posiUons of a feasible p-candidate by reversing the process in which they were stored and then computes the LCS by deleting the skipped positions from string A [19] appears capable of solving the position-finding problem in time O(log log n). If so, this would reduce the time bound of this problem to O(pe log log n). ALGE assumes that c is known. If ~ is not known, then set E ~--2 and proceed through the algorithm. If that value of ~ is insufficient (i.e. there is no common subsequence of length m -e), then double the guess for e and continue iteratively until a common subsequence is found. Total time spent will be (letting k be the multiplicative coefficient of the time requirement) 2pk logn + 4pk logn + ... + epk logn, which is less than 2pek log n. Since e < 2(m + 1 -p), we can recover an LCS in time O(p(m + 1 -p)log n).
Other Algorithms
The only known algorithm for the LCS problem with worst-case behavior less than quadratic is due to Paterson [14] . The algorithm has complexity O(n~log log n/log n). It uses a "Four Russians" approach (see [3] or [1, pp. 244-247] ). Essentially, instead of matrix L (where L[t, j] is the length of an LCS of A1, and Btj) being calculated one element at a time (see [7] ), the matrix is broken up into boxes of some appropriate size k. The high sides of a box (the 2k -1 elements of L on the edges of the box with largest indices) are computed from L-values known for boxes adjacent to it on the low side and from the relevant symbols of A and B by using a look-up table which was precomputed.
The algorithm assumes a fixed alphabet size although modifications to the algorithm may be able to get around that condition. There are (n/k) z boxes to be looked up, each of which will require O(k log k) time to be read, for a total time of O(n21og k/k).
The total execution time will therefore be O(k~2 ~k~+~°g s~ + n21og k/k). If we let k = log n/2(1 + log s), we see that the total execution time will be O(n21og log n/log n).
Restrictions on the LCS Problem
Szymanski [17] shows that ff we consider the LCS problem with the restriction that no symbol appears more than once within either input string, then this problem can be solved in time O(n log n).
In addition if one of the input strings is the string of integers 1 -n, this problem is equivalent to finding the longest ascending subsequence in a string of distinct integers. If we assume that a comparison between integers can be done in unit time, this problem can be solved in time O(n log log n) by using the techniques of van Emde Boas [18}.
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